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ABSTRACT



The present invention relates to cursor control devices for computers, and particularly relates to cursor control



devices for personal computers which involve the use of a ball rotatable by the fingers for controlling cursor movement.
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There has therefore been a need for a cursor control



CURSOR POSITIONING DEVICE OPERABLE OVER VARIOUS DEGREES OF ELEVATION



device which can be used in very limited space, and yet still be capable of reliable operation over a wide range of elevational angles, such as might be encountered in



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 5 using a laptop computer. original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made The aforementioned limitations of the prior art are by reissue. substantially overcome by the present invention, which BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



This is a reissue of US. Pat. No. 5, 008,528.



With the burgeoning use of the personal computer and computer workstation, it has become increasingly important to the users of such computer to have conve nient control of the cursor on the computer’s video



display. The simplest form of cursor control for such comput ers involves the use of cursor keys, typically located on



the keyboard for the computer. However, use of the cursor keys tends to give only very slow and awkward performance. An alternative to the cursor keys is the light pen, which uses a light beam on a special re?ective surface to move the cursor.



provides a trackball device capable of use over a wide



range of elevational angles which requiring only very nominal surface area for mounting. In addition, the trackball of the present invention may be con?gured either to be ?xedly mounted to a keyboard, or to be free



standing. In accordance with the present invention, a poly meric ball of a size suitable for manipulation by the ?ngers or thumb is rotatably sandwiched between a lower housing and an upper retaining ring. Flanges on the upper retaining ring rotationally engage an upper housing, to permit easy removal of the ball from the trackball device. Rotational movement of the ball is converted to cur



sor movement through engagement of the ball with A more recently developed cursor control device is 25 optical encoders. The optical encoders may include a the electronic mouse. Electronic mouse come in two mask for improved resolution. The relatively close en general types. The ?rst type users reflection of a light gagement of the upper retaining ring and lower housing beam off a coded surface to control cursor movement. maintain the ball in continuous frictional engagement The more versatile, and more popular, mouse, such as with the encoders regardless of elevational angle, so the Logitech C7 mouse manufactured by the assignee of 30 that the cursor may be reliably controlled with the the present invention, provides optomechanical opera trackball device in any position, including inverted. tion which requires nothing more than a flat surface To facilitate construction and improve reliability, the over which the mouse can be rolled. Such electronic opto-mechanical encoders of the present invention re mice comprise a case held in the hand. In the bottom of side on a modular skeleton which may be removed as a the case is a frictional ball. Cursor movement is con 35 single unit. In addition, the opto-mechanical encoders



trolled by holding the case in the hand such that the ball engages the ?at surface. The ball also frictionally en gages shaft encoders which convert the analog move ment of the ball into digital cursor control. One of the



are urged into engagement with the ball by a simpli?ed but reliable spring arrangement, which reduces manu



limitations of electronic mice, however, is that they



provide an improved trackball device.



have needed a ?at surface of at least several square inches to be used. Such surface area is not always avail able, and so an electronic mouse is not a solution in all



situations.



facturing cost while improving manufacturability. It is therefore one object of the present invention to



It is another object of the present invention to pro vide a trackball device which reliably controls cursor movement at any elevational angle.



Another object of the present invention is to provide



Another cursor control device is the trackball. Track 45 a trackball device which can be ?xedly mounted to a balls, which similar to electronic mice, differ in some keyboard. very signi?cant respect. While mice typically have Still another object of the present invention is to cases formed to be held in the hand, and thus have provide a trackball having improved resolution. relatively small rolling balls, trackballs are designed to Yet another object of the present invention is to pro have the case remain stationary, with only the ball being 50 vide a trackball having improved ease of construction



rotated. Thus, the ball is markedly larger than for an electronic‘ mouse. In addition, the ball for a mouse must



smoothly engage the surface over which it rolls, and thus is typically coated with rubber or similar polymer, and is weighted to ensure good frictional engagement. 55 A trackball, on the other hand, is controlled by direct contact with the hand, and thus needs no such coating



while at the same time having improved reliability. These and other features of the present invention will be better appreciated from the appended FIGURES in which FIG. 1a is a perspective view of a trackball device in



since ?nger pressure can be varied to ensure frictional



accordance with the present invention; FIG. 1b is an exploded perspective view of the track One of the dif?culties with trackballs in the past has 60 ball device of FIG. la;



engagement.



been that the cases of such trackballs were large, to



accommodate the large ball needed for convenient hand movement. In addition, conventional trackballs typi



FIG. 10 is a side elevational view of the trackball



device of FIG. 1a;



FIG. id is a perspective view of the underside of the upper housing of an exemplary trackball device in ac cally have been intended for use within only a very narrow range of elevational angles, and could not be 65 cordance with the present invention; FIG. 2a is a plan view of an assembled skeleton for a used in, for example, the inverted position. As the result trackball device in accordance with the present inven of these and other limitations, the trackball has been primarily intended as a stationary cursor control device. tion;
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FIGS. 2b and 2c are perspective and plan views of an optomechanical encoder in accordance with the present



invention; FIG. 2d is an elevational view of a mask for use with



the encoders of the present invention; and FIG. 2e is a plan view of an optical encoder in accor



dance with the present invention with the mask of FIG. 2d mounted thereon. FIGS. 3A and 3B show a perspective view of a laptop computer having a cursor positioning device of one embodi ment of the present invention. FIG. 4 shows a perspective view of a computer system having a cursor positioning device of one embodiment of the present invention DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION Referring ?rst to FIG. 1a, the trackball device 10 of the present invention may be appreciated from its per



spective view. Referring also to FIG. 1b, the trackball device 10 can be seen to include a skeleton 20, sand



wiched between a printed circuit board assembly 30



4



skeleton 20. The shaft 204 and associated elements may



be better appreciated from FIGS. 2b and 20, where they are shown in perspective and plan views, respectively. The shaft assembly with the mask 212 positioned next to the encoding wheel is shown in FIG. 2e. The encoding wheel 210 and mask 212 are positioned between a pair of photosources and photodetectors 220a-b and 222a-b, which are af?xed to the printed circuit board 30. The movement of the ball 60 in en



gagement with the wheels 208 causes the encoding wheel 210 to rotate relative to the ?xed slits in the mask 212, so that the photodetectors 22% and 222b generate a quadrature signal, which may be readily converted to a digital signal indicative of position by a manner well 15 known in the art.



To ensure smooth rotation of the ball 60, three pres sure rollers 240, 242 and 244 are provided. The rollers



240-244 may be of the shaft-mounted ball bearing type, as shown in FIG. 2a, and provide improved shock load ing. The ball 60 rests on the rollers 240-244, and thus does not frictionally engage the opening 246 in the skeleton 20. In other embodiments, however, where such shock loading is not required, it may be desirable



which effectively serves as a lower housing, a mounting bracket 40, and an upper housing 50. A ball 60 ?ts into to eliminate the pressure rollers 240-244 and to permit a hole in the upper housing 50 and rests against a plural 25 direct engagement of the ball 60 with the skeleton 20. ity of pressure rollers maintained on the skeleton 20. As noted above in connection with the photosources The ball 60 may be constructed of one hundred percent and photodetectors 220a-b, the skeleton 20, once assem polyester, or cast phenolic, or other suitable material. bled, is located over the printed circuit board assembly



The ball 60 is held in place against the pressure rol 30. The PCB 30, in addition to holding the photo lers, described in greater detail hereinafter, by a retain 30 sources and photodetectors also supports a connector ing ring 70 which has ?anges on its underside matched 260 by which the trackball 10 may be electronically for engagement with the opening in the upper housing connected to a personal computer or workstation (not 50. A plurality of screws 80 or other suitable fasteners shown). In particular, the trackball and connector are maintain relative positions of the upper housing 50, particularly suited to be mounted into a keyboard for a mounting bracket 40, skeleton 20 and printed circuit 35 portable or laptop computer, although the trackball of board assembly 30. In the embodiment shown, the the present invention will work equally well with any screws 80 engage posts 90 shown on the underside of



the upper housing in FIG. 1d. The assembled trackball can be appreciated from FIG. 1c, where the trackball is shown in a side elevational view.



other form of computer or workstation. The PCB 30 may also hold a suitable processor or other electronics



to manipulate the quadrature signals generated by the



A single function selection bar 100, for causing the



photodetectors 220b and 222b. A suitable sensing circuit is disclosed in a co-pending application, Ser. No.



operation of a selected function, is shown in FIGS.



07/357,653, assigned to the same assignee as the present



la-d, although those skilled in the art will appreciate application. that a plurality of function select bars may be provided As discussed previously in connection with FIG. 1, without departing from the present invention. 45 the mounting bracket 40 cooperates with the PCB as Referring next to FIG. 2a, the skeleton 20 of the trackball 20 is shown in plan view. Mounted on the skeleton are all of the mechanical elements of a pair of



optomechanical encoders, referred to generally at 200 and 202. The mechanical elements of each encoder include a shaft 204 mounted within a positioner 206 and an engagement wheel 208. Mounted on the shaft is an



encoding wheel 210, which has slits in it for the selec tive passage of light.



sembly 30 to permit the trackball device 10 to be mounted to a selected keyboard or other receiving unit. In addition, it can be appreciated that the skeleton 20 and mounting bracket 40 are sandwiched between the



PCB assembly 30 and the upper housing 50, all of which are fastened together by the screws 80 (FIG. 1b). The screws 80 may be seen to extend through holes 250 in the skeleton 20, as well as holes 252 in the mounting bracket 40.



The shaft 204 passes through a mask 212, better seen 55 The ball 60 is then retained within the trackball by the in oversized view in FIG. 2d, which permits the mask to retaining ring 70. The retaining ring 70, which has be juxtaposed next to the encoding wheel 210. The ?anges on its underside, is rotatably locked into place in mask 212 may be seen to include slits, opposed at 111 or the opening 270 of the upper housing 50. The inner other suitable angle. A post on the mask 212 engages a surface 280 of the retaining ring 70 is beveled to permit receiver 213 on the skeleton 20, which serves to position easy rotation of the ball 60. The distance between the rotatably one end of the shaft 204. The other end of the inside of the retaining ring 70 and the pressure rollers shaft 204, bearing the engagement wheel 208, is retained 240-244 is sized to precisely accommodate the ball 60 so within a slotted receiver 214 (another of which also that the engagement of the ball 60 with the engagement limits the range of movement of the other end of the wheels 208 will be maintained regardless of the eleva shaft 204). The engagement wheel is urged into fric 65 tion angle of the trackball device 10. tional contact with the ball 60 by means of spring 216, It can therefore be appreciated that an improved which extends between a positioning pin 206 on the trackball device has been disclosed, in which virtually shaft 204 and an opposing positioning pin 218 on the all of the moving parts are mounted on a single remov
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able sub-assembly. In this manner, a simple, reliable,



6



easy to manufacture device is created. It can further be



8. A cursor control device comprising: a lower housing member,’



appreciated that the use of a mask provides improved



a ball suitable jbr rotation through an opening de?ned



resolution, while the cooperation of the lock ring, upper housing, ball and pressure rollers permits operation of the present invention at any elevational angle. Having fully disclosed one embodiment of the inven tion, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, given the teachings herein, that numerous alternatives and equivalents exist which do not depart from the 0 present invention. It is therefore to be understood that the present invention is not to be limited by the forego



ing description, but only by the appended claims. What is claimed is:



by said lower housing member; a skeleton member having ball receiving means therein



for receiving the ball; a plurality of encoders having mechanical components thereof mounted on said skeleton member, said me



chanical components engaged with said ball for de tecting rotational motion of said ball; on upper housing member having ball retaining means



and capable of being fixedly mounted to the lower housing member and thereby ?xedly locating at least



the skeleton member therebetween, wherein a center l. A trackball comprising 15 point ofsaid ball remains equidistant from said lower a lower housing member, housing member when said cursor control device is a ball suitable for rotational manipulation by the ?n inverted. gers and generally accessible through the upper 9. The cursor control device as recited in claim 8 wherein surface of the trackball, said mechanical components are urged into mechanical skeleton member having ball receiving means engagement with said ball by an urging means. therein for receiving the ball, 10. The cursor control device as recited in claim 9 a plurality of optomechanical encoders having the wherein said urging means is a spring. mechanical components thereof mounted on the I]. The cursor control device as recited in claim 10 skeleton member and urged into mechanical en gagement with the ball, the mechanical compo 25 wherein said skeleton member further includes pressure



roller means for rotatably supporting said ball.



nents supporting the ball, an upper housing member having ball retaining means and capable of being ?xedly mounted to the lower housing member and thereby ?xedly locat



12. The cursor control device as recited in claim I]



wherein said plurality of encoders are optomechanical



encoders. ing at least the skeleton member therebetween. 13. A cursor control device for entering commands into 30 2. The trackball of claim 1 wherein the skeleton mem~ a computer, comprising: ber further includes pressure roller means for rotatably a housing; supporting the ball. a rotatable ball within said housing; 3. The trackball of claim 1 wherein the encoders are a ?rst ball retainer in contact with said ball at a point on urged into mechanical engagement with the ball by coil a ?rst side of a centerline of said ball, said ?rst ball springs. retainer including a plurality of encoding means con 4. The trackball of claim 1 wherein the optomechani tacting said ball jbr generating an electrical signal cal encoders include a mask and an encoding wheel for corresponding to rotational movement of said ball; generating quadrature signals. and 5. The trackball of claim 1 wherein the ball retaining 40 a second ball retainer positioned for contact with said means of the upper member cooperates with the ball ball at a point on a second side of said centerline of receiving means of the skeleton member to maintain the said ball and holding said ball in contact with said ball in contact with the optomechanical encoders at all encoding means regardless of the elevational orienta



elevational angles.



6. A trackball comprising



45



a ball suitable for rotational manipulation by the ?n



wherein said housing is comprised ofan upper member and a lower member and said second ball retainer is removably coupled to said upper member.



gers and generally accessible through the upper surface of the trackball, a lower member having mounted thereon a plurality



of photosources and photodetectors,



tion of said housing. 14. The cursor control device as recited in claim 13



50



a skeleton member having mounted thereon a plural



ity of shafts, each shaft having mounted thereon an optical encoding wheel and a ball engagement



15. The cursor control device as recited in claim 14



wherein said ?rst ball retainer is further comprised of a



plurality of pressure rollers for rotatably supporting said



ball. 16. A cursor control device comprising: wheel, each optical encoding wheel being disposed a ball suitable ?ar rotational manipulation; to be located between the photosource and the 55 a lower assembly having ball receiving means therein for photodetector, the plurality of shafts providing at receiving and supporting said ball, said lower assem least partial support for the ball, bly further having mounted thereon encoding means an upper housing adapted to be ?xedly mounted to for detecting rotational motion of said ball and trans the lower member and for ?xedly locating therebe lating said rotational motion into cursor control sig tween the skeleton member, the uppoer housing nals; having therein an opening for passing the ball an upper housing coupled to said lower assembly. said therethrough, and



ball retaining means capable of being ?xedly mounted to the upper housing for maintaining the ball in contact with the ball engagement wheels regard 65 less of elevational angles. 7. The trackball of claim 6 wherein the lower member includes printed circuit means.



upper housing having therein an opening fbr passing said ball therethrough; and ball retaining means coupled to said upper housing, said ball retaining means for maintaining said ball in contact with said encoding means regardless of eleva



tional angle.
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Re. 34,931 a process for processing information; storage means for storing data;



I Z The cursor control device as recited in claim 16



wherein said lower assembly is comprised of a skeleton member and a printed circuit assembly.



a display device for displaying data; and a keyboard comprising:



18. The cursor control device as recited in claim 17



wherein said skeleton member ?trther includes pressure roller means for rotatably supporting said ball. 19. A keyboard for providing input to a computer system,



5



a second portion having a trackball for controlling a



said keyboard comprising: a first portion having a plurality of alpha-numeric keys for providing alpha numeric input to said computer



cursor on said display, said second portion com



prised of: a ball suitable for rotational manipulation; a lower assembly having ball receiving means therein



system; a second portion having a trackball for controlling a cursor on a display coupled to said computer system,



for receiving and supporting said ball, said lower



assembly further having mounted thereon encoding



said second portion comprised of:.



means for detecting rotational motion of said ball



a ball suitable for rotational manipulation; a lower assembly having ball receiving means therein for receiving and supporting said ball, said lower assem bly further having mounted thereon encoding means for detecting rotational motion of said ball and trans



and translating said rotational motion into cursor



control signals, on upper housing coupled to said lower assembly, said



upper housing having therein an openingfor passing said ball therethrough; and ball retaining means coupled to said upper housing, said ball retaining means for maintaining said ball in contact with said encoding means regardless of



lating said rotational motion into cursor control sig



nals; an upper housing coupled to said lower assembly, said



upper housing having therein an opening for passing said ball therethrough; and ball retaining means coupled to said upper housing, said ball retaining means for maintaining said ball in contact with said encoding means regardless of eleva



a first key portion having a plurality of alpha-numeric keys for providing alpha numeric input to said computer system;



25



elevational angle. 22. A laptop computer having: a process for processing information; a keyboard for input of information to said processor; and a cursor control device for producing signals to control



tional angle. 20. A computer command apparatus for entering com mands into a computer, comprising: a housing; a rotatable ball within said housing; a first ball retaining member in abutting contact with said ball below a horizontal centerline of said ball;



cursor movement, said cursor control device mounted



into said keyboard and being electrically connected to said laptop computer, said cursor control device hav mg:



a ball suitable for rotational manipulation; a lower assembly having all receiving means therein for receiving and supporting said ball. said lower assem bly further having mounted thereon encoding means for detecting rotational motion of said ball and trans



a pair of encoder shafts within said housing and in fric tional contact with said ball such that rotation of said ball causes said encoder shafts to rotate;



a second ball retaining member positioned above the



lating said rotational motion into cursor control sig



horizontal centerline of said ball, said second ball retaining member being adapted to retain said ball within said housing and in frictional contact with said pair of encoder shafts throughout a 360° elevational rotation of said housing; and a spring member assembly within said housing, said spring member assembly being positioned to retain



nals; an upper housing coupled to said lower assembly, said



45



upper housing having therein an opening for passing said ball therethrough; and ball retaining means coupled to said upper housing, said ball retaining means for maintaining said ball in contact with said encoding means regardless of eleva



tional angle.



said encoder shafts in frictional con tact with said ball.



it



21. A computer system having: 50



55



65
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t
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